WiWö – The Duke from Hohenlehen
Over 100 WiWö witnessed a drama
on Sunday night: The five elements
Water, Fire, Air, Earth and Wood
stopped to work for the old rich
Duke from Hohenlehen. Why did
it happen? The Air told them what
was happening ‘over the years the
Duke from Hohenlehen made the
elements slave away‛. For example

the Air became dirty, the Water
was wasted and the Wood was
cut down. The elements were
sick of this treatment and put a
magic spell on the Duke. The spell
caused the elements to stop to
work for the Duke. The elements
felt sorry for the Duke and gave
him the chance to stop the magic
spell: If 100 WiWö
can teach the Duke
how to use the
Elements properly
the spell will be
cancelled. Luckily
100 WiWö came
to Hohenlehen this
week and started
to teach the Duke
how to use the
elements correctly. Now we will see
how this story will
end…..

Fleiß-Preis System

Umfrage:

Also during the second week the
Fleiß-Preis system was very popular
amongst the scouts. Young and
older ones were working voluntarily
to make the camp function properly.
Since Sunday also the Wichtel and
Wölflinge have joined the FleißPreis system and have invested a lot
of energy. The Fleiß-Preis team and
the camp chiefs say many thanks
for your support. The camp wouldn‛t
have functioned without your help.
Besides the fact that the Wichtel
und Wölflinge were joining in, the
system was changed slightly: Every
day there was a special neckerchief
given to the person who has
collected most points. The necky
was handed out on each day. At the
end of the camp a neckerchief will
stay with the winner of the FleißPreis system of the different age
groups. The “6 little Spatzen” who
have worked hardest as a group
were honoured with the Fleiß-Preis
flag during the closing ceremony.

GuSp – Flood Down Under

Hey mister postman

The unpredictable weather gods sent heavy rain which flooded the ‘Central
Graveyard‛ (or did someone not finish their food). Some amazing scenes
unfolded: corpses floating in the floods, excited Waidhofener kids that
were trying to save their last pants. We asked the people of Yoland to give
charity to the victims of the flood (dry socks, candies…). Joschi, Ewe and
Sandy are still collecting.

What have Barack Obama and Felix
the postman of Yoland ´09 in com-

Warum bist du Pfadfinder?

“Ich wollte einmal probieren
wie das ist und es war voll toll.”
Jana, WiWö, Ulmerfeld/Hausmening
“Weil ma so oft lustig san!”
Stephi, GuSp Wallsee
“Meine Freunde sind da, mir gefällt‛s!”
Robert, GuSp, Aschbach
“Es wude mir empfohlen und es macht
mir Spaß!”
Michael, GuSp, Aschbach
“Man kriegt gratis Halstücher!”
Max, GuSp, Ybbsitz
“Weil ich da alte Freunde treffe!”
Pamina, CaEx, Kematen/Gleiss
“Weil man viel in der Natur tut!”
Denise, WiWö, Neuhofen
“Um Gott und meinem Land zu dienen,
meinen Mitmenschen zu helfen und
nach dem Pfadfindergesetz zu leben!”
Hans- Jörg, Hike-Team, Ybbsitz

Was denkt sich wohl dein Zelt?

„Mag die Plane auch knittern und
falten, wir bleiben stets die Alten.“
Oberpfadfinder Klaus
CaEx in Lunz: „I sog‘s eich da Daniel
wor‘s.“ „Do hauma owa scho bessere
Hinweise ghobt.“
„He, wos schnitztsn ihr do?“ „A Playstation, a Wii, Controler...“
GuSp Ybbsitz

Back from the Adventure

Zum Postler: „Wennst das scho lest,
daun les wenigstens laut vor.“

Tired but happy the last group came back from their hike. With sore feet the
hikers made their last steps on the path. The hikers could choice between 16 different routes. This year there were not many injuries. We all thank the Hike Team
for preparing the beautiful routes and explaining the rules.

„Oiso, waun der Feuerwehreinsatz
mehr kost ois des Auto, daun schermas in Groben.“ Hans-Jörg

7 in 1 Strike
The organized crime gangs did not
stop at the camp gates in the Down
Under. The sneaky gangs used the
hours during the big thunder storm
to steal 7 beautiful flags from the
Down Under flag poles. The detectives suspect that the criminals
are art specialists because they left one unimportant poor quality
flag from R.Itschy behind. Thanks to the undercover police
Fredricka, Stefanie, Domina, Maxima and Kolofrau the flags were
recovered without any blood lost.

mon? They both celebrate their
birthdays at the same day – on the
4th of August. On top of that there
are even more things that the both
have in common. Barack Obama is
travelling around the world to make
it a bit better and Felix was constantly touring from tent to tent to
deliver mail that was sent. Lots of
mail, postcards, even verbal notes
and one or the other love letter
were delivered through him during
the last days. A few times a day the
mailbox was emptied and the mail
was delivered by Felix on his post
scooter. Often Felix kept himself
busy because he received several
messages for himself.

WiWö beim Essen: „Mogst nu an
hoiwaden Fleischknedl?“ Jo, owa scho
an Gaunzen!“
Hias, 8.11 in der Futterburg: „Des
Einbahn-System werd i nie versteh!“
Es gewitterte. Günter schreit gen
Himmel: „Is des scho ois! Geht do ned
mehr?“ Es folgten 2 Tage Regenfall.
„Ist der Boden zu hart, seid ihr zu
zart.“ Ewe
Überraschungshygiene-Inspektion
am Zentralfriedhof. Anna: „Scheiße, i
hob nur den linken Fuaß g‘wosch‘n!“
„Schaust ums Eck, is Hendl weg.“

“Oida is mei Inhalt geil!”
Maximilian, CaEx, Ybbsitz
“Unser Zelt würde sich freuen,
dass wir drin sind!”
Karinna, GuSp Hollenstein
“Das es voll ausschaut!”
Melanie, GuSp, Neuhofen
“San des geile Schnitten!”
Helena, CaEx, Ybbsitz
“Es wäre froh, wenn es
zusammengeräumt werden würde!”
Kathi, Lagerleitung, Amstetten

When the nights comes
to town ...
Another exhausting day full of
action on the camp has come to
an end. The children are already in
bed and are (hopefully) dreaming
well. This is the time were also
the leaders, the camp staff and
the Rover and Ranger had the time
to cool down and to frequent the
gastro service offered to them.
Leaders were telling stories of
their children and had a lookout to
the program of the next day. Later
during the night there were even
the first plans made for Yoland
2019….. Christian “Öppi” Öpplinger
and Katrin Mayer were taking care
for the leaders and team members,
and have served tea, coffee and
sandwiches.

